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The evolution of a small log-spiral embayment was monitored during nine months of 1989 on the Illinois
shore of Lake Michigan adjacent to the state-owned North Point Marina at Winthrop Harbor. Maximum
shoreline recession during the monitoring was 61 m. A graphical method was used to locate the log-spiral
center, and regression analysis identified the best tit IOKarithmic-spiral curve for each of the ten mapped
planforrns. Geometric characteristics that progressively decreased during the evolution were the spiral
angle (a) and the radius (r} from the log-spiral center to the origin. Geometric characteristics that
progressively increased were the rotation angle (H) over which the planform matched a logarithmic-spiral
curve, and the spiral radius (r) at the maximum rotation angle. This study demonstrates that: (1) a
graphical means is an efficient way to determine the center of a log-spiral bay; and (2) a dynamic
equilibrium exists during the log-spiral evolution with the planforrn showing excellent agreement to a
logarithmic-spiral curve from the earliest hay development through the expansion landward and downcoast.
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INTRODUCTION

Log-spiral beaches (or bays) are hook-shaped,
coastal sedimentary planforms resembling a logarithmic-spiral curve (YASSO, 1965, 1982). The
spiral geometry is formed by wave erosion downdrift from a headland or other coastal promontory
in response to waves from a predominant direction refracting and diffracting around the promontory (SILVESTER, 1970). The promontory can be
a natural rock headland or a man-made coastal
structure such as a groin, jetty or revetment. Logspiral bays occur worldwide and have been described in such diverse locations as South Africa
(SILVESTER, 1970, 1974), Australia (CHAPMAN,
1978), Singapore and Brunei (TAN and CHIEW,
1991). Examples from the United States are Bodega Bay and Half Moon Ray along the northern
California coast, and Spiral Bay on the northern
New Jersey coast (YASSO, 1965). FINKELSTEIN
(1982) described such bays along Alaska's Kodiak
Island. Other names for this type of bay and beach
planform are zetaform (HALLIGAN, 1906), half-
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heart (SILVESTEl{, 1960), crenulate (SILVESTER,
1970), hook-shaped (LEBLOND, 1972), and parabolic (Hsu and EVANS, 1989). Although YASSO
(1965) proposed the name headland-bay beach,
the term log-spiral bay is used here in accordance
with YASSO'S (1965) determination that these
planforms approximate logarithmic-spiral curves.
Previous field studies of the geomorphology and
geometry of existing log-spiral bays have examined these bays in their post-development stage
when they are typically in a state of static equilibrium with negligible net longshore sediment
transport. Although the development of log-spiral
bays has been studied in wave tanks (SILVESTER,
1970, 1974), their evolution in coastal settings has
not been well documented. During 1989, in the
late construction phase of North Point Marina on
the Illinois Lake Michigan coast (Figure 1), conditions were conducive to the rapid development
of a log-spiral bay. Monitoring of the bay development provided an unprecedented data base on
the evolution of the log-spiral planform in an actual coastal setting. This paper presents the results of this monitoring and summarizes geometric trends in the evolution of this log-spiral bay.
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Figure 1. Location map of study area with box at center delineating the area of log-spiral bay development.

CHARACTERISTICS OF
LOGARITHMIC-SPIRAL BEACHES
AND CURVES

For a sedimentary coastline downdrift from a
headland and influenced by a net oblique wave
approach, the equilibrium planimetric shape is
that of a curving, coastal reentrant having a hook-

Nomenclature for a logarithmic-spiral curve.

like or half-heart shape. Three distinct curvature
zones occur along this type of shoreline (SILVESTER, 1970, 1974). A nearly circular section occurs
in close proximity to the headland. Accounting
for the majority of the half-heart shape is a shoreline reach that has the form of a logarithmic spiral
with an origin at or near the headland (Figure 2).
A shoreline maintaining a true logarithmic-spiral
curve would ultimately turn seaward at some point
downdrift from the headland. At this point begins
the third and downdrift zone of curvature which
is a curvilinear to near-linear shoreline reach tangential to a downcoast headland. The distance
between headlands is a factor in the maximum
amount of landward reentrance of the log-spiral
bay (SILVESTER, 1974; EVERTS, 1983).
This distinctive type of coastal planform is
caused by wave refraction and diffraction around
the headland, and by shadow effects of the headland on the distribution of wave energy (YASSO,
1965; SILVESTEH, 1970, 1974). The gradual decrease in curvature of the bay with increasing distance from the headland reflects the decreasing
influence of the headland on the shore. PHILLIPS
(1985) suggests that the planform results from a
general distance-decay function away from the
headland. Such functions are typically curvilinear
and can be represented by exponential or logarithmic models. YAssa (1965) demonstrated that
logarithmic-spiral curves could be fit to the resulting shorelines. Although a reasonably precise
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match can be obtained, the logarithmic spiral is
likely a first approximation to a more complex
geometric relationship (TANNER, 1982).
A logarithmic-spiral beach in static equilibrium
is one that has reached harmony with the prevailing wave field. In such a case the incoming
wave crests are parallel to the shoreline, the waveapproach angle ({3) equals zero, and wave breaking
occurs simultaneously along the shore. At such
equilibrium, net longshore transport is essentially
zero (SILVESTER, 1974). Research concerning the
stabilization of coasts has focused on the use of
log-spiral bays in static equilibrium (SILVESTER
and Ho, 1972). A well-studied natural example of
a static equilibrium log-spiral beach is Half Moon
Bay, California (Y ASSO, 1965; KOMAR, 1976;
LEBLOND, 1979).
The logarithmic-spiral curve, also known as the
Bernoulli Spiral, geometrical spiral, proportional
spiral, and equiangular spiral (THOMPSON, 1961),
occurs in patterns of sunflower seeds, pine cones,
and various sea shells (LOCKWOOD, 1961). The
fundamental property of the curve is that of continual similarity, which means that the angle between a radius vector to the curve at any point
and a tangent to the curve at that point is always
a constant (PROTTER and MORREY, 1964).
The equation for a logarithmic spiral is generally given in polar coordinates, with the radius
r being a function of the angle 8 (LOCKWOOD,
1961). The usual form of the equation is:

(1)
where, as shown in Figure 2, r is a radius from
the log-spiral center to any point on the curve, r,
is the radius from the log-spiral center to the logspiral origin, 8 is the angle between r., and r, measured from the log-spiral center and a is the spiral
angle, defined as the angle between the radius
vector and the tangent to the curve at any point.
For any given curve, a is a constant, so the term
coto can be replaced by k in the general equation,
giving:
(2)

so that taking the natural log of both sides gives:
lntr)

=

ke + In (r.)

(3)

and a plot of lntr) vs. 8 is a straight line.

STUDY AREA
The study site is located adjacent to North Point
Marina on the Illinois shore of Lake Michigan
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about 1 km south of the Illinois-Wisconsin state
line (Figure 1). The geologic setting is a Holocene
beach-ridge plain up to 1.7 km wide and 31 km
long, extending from 12.5 km north to 18.5 km
south of the Illinois-Wisconsin state line. Fine to
medium sand is the dominant grain size, with
additional clay, silt, coarse sand and gravel up to
cobble size. This beach-ridge plain is a lenticular
sand body up to 10 m thick along the coast and
thinning landward and lakeward (HESTE}{ and
FRASER, 1973; FRASER and HESTER, 1974). The
sand body overlies Wisconsinan glacial till. For
at least the last two to three thousand years this
beach-ridge plain has been migrating southward
with erosion along its northern reach and accretion along its southern reach (LARSEN, 1985). The
study site is in the historical erosional reach where
150 years of shoreline change indicate an average
shoreline recession rate of 3 m/year (JENNINGS,
1990).
An estimate of the "natural state" littoral
transport along the Illinois shore is about 70,000
m/year (U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 1953;
CHRZASTOWSKI, 1990). Net-southerly transport
results from a maximum fetch in a north-northeast direction along the axis of Lake Michigan
(Figure 1). Although wave conditions were not
recorded during this study, nearshore observations at Evanston, Illinois (47 km south of North
Point Marina) indicate that average wave period
is 4.0 seconds and average wave height is 0.3 m.
During storms, the period may increase to 9.0
seconds and height to 2.0 m. Individual waves
rarely exceed 3.0 m. High-wave events are most
frequent in early spring and late fall and usually
last no more than two or three days. Still water
level varies from year to year but generally fluctuates about 0.3 m annually, with low water in
winter and high water in summer. Short period
fluctuations such as storm surges and seiches can
change water levels as much as 0.9 meters in 75
minutes (U.S. ARMY CORPS OF ENGINEERS, 1953).

BACKGROUND
The development of the log-spiral bay in this
area is directly related to the construction of the
state-owned North Point Marina. The basin of
this 1500-slip marina straddles the pre-construction shoreline and was built by a combination of
excavating into the beach-ridge plain and extending shore-attached, rubble-mound breakwaters into the nearshore zone. In 1987 and 1988,
an estimated 1.2 million m" of sediment were hy-
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Figure 3. Aer ial photogra ph of th e fan delta ta ken 14 September [988 as the fan del ta was ap proaching maximum areal extent.

draulically dredged from the basin and dischar ged
via slurry pipe to the south (downdrift.) sid e of
the marina. The slur ry water tr an sp orted most of
the silt and clay size particles into the littoral
stream , lea ving beh ind the coarser sand and gravel to aggrad e in alluvial layers. The resulting fan
delta extended th e shore line 200 m lak eward of
the pr e-con structi on shoreline (F igure 3). This
fan d elta had an arti ficially steep shoreface highly
sus ceptible to eros ion. T he equililbrium mid shoreface pr ofile along this shore typi cally has a
slope of 1:50 (MOFFATT AND N[CHOL E NGI NEERS,
1986). Bathymetric pr ofiles from 1988 sho w the
mid- to upper sho reface at th e fan delta attain ed
a slope at least as steep as 1:10. Selected bathymetric profiles in the vicinity of the fan delta are
shown in Figure 4. The profil es are from annual
bathymetric sur veys cond ucted in the marina vicini ty by th e Illinois State Geo logical Survey
(CHRZASTOWSKI and T ERPSTRA, 1990a , 1991). Profile 42, in th e zone of maximum fan-delta d evelopment and subseq uent log-spiral erosion, clearl y
illustrates the artificially steep shoreface of th e
fan delta in 1988 and the subse quen t smoo t hing
of the profil e in th e following two yea rs . Profiles
38 and 46, 122 meters to th e north and so uth
respectively, are included for comparison. All three
profiles show net accr eti on between 1988 and 1989

because the dredging and discharge continued until late 1988. Sh oreface erosion is evident betw een
1989 and 1990 on all three profiles.
The sed imen t dr ed ged from the marina basin
to form the fan delta was initially intended to be
a feeder beach with wave erosi on supplying th e
downdrift littoral st ream (MOFFATT AND N[CHOL
E NG[NEERS, 1986, 1987). However, subse q uent
plans by state officials called for a marina parking
facility to be built at op the landward part of th is
sa nd reservoir. In fall 1988, the fan -delta surface
was graded to an elevation ranging from 2 to 5 m
above mean lake level. In January 1989, surplus
bre akwater stone and cons truction-sit e dem olition d ebris were placed as riprap along the northern fan-delta shoreline. This riprap was underlain
by filter fabric and piled from the water line up
to about 2 m height. No stone was pla ced below
water level. The riprap extended along the ar cua te, fan -delta shoreline from th e south breakwater to a point 150 m southward. The southward
limit was dictated by the am ount of available stone.
The end point subsequently acted as a headland
for wave refraction and diffraction , resulting in
the development of a log-spiral bay downdrift from
th e riprap terminus (Figure 5). This erosion progressed with essentially no littoral sed iment supply from updrift (northward) because at that time
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the marina shore-attached breakwaters were a total to near-total barrier to such supply. The transport deficiency was a major factor influencing the
rate at which the log-spiral embayment developed.
The Illinois State Geological Survey began intermittent monitoring of the fan-delta erosion in
February 1989, and weekly to bi-weekly monitoring beginning on June 27, 1989. Other than the
occurrence of nearshore ice in late January and
early February, nothing interfered with the erosion and natural development of the log-spiral bay
for the nine months from February to late October. During the period of 1989 monitoring, mean
monthly water level of Lake Michigan had a range
of 0.25 m from a low of 176.10 m above Mean Sea
Level (MSL) in March to a high of 176.35 m MSL
in July. By October, the level had returned to
176.15 m MSL. The evolution of the bay during
these nine months is illustrated in Figure 6. The
average rate of westward (landward) erosion
through the monitoring period was 7 m/month,
although during extreme wave events, recession
rates as high as 40 em/hour were documented
(TERPSTRA and CHRZASTOWSKI, 1990). The evolution of the bay as a logarithmic-spiral landform
ended on October 19 when a severe storm breached
the riprap at the log-spiral origin, and rubble was
placed along the southern segment of the bay as
an emergency measure to defend the turn-around
of the parking lot access road. In early November
a concrete-cube revetment was constructed along
the entire monitoring area to defend the parking
facilities (CHRZASTOWSKI and TERPSTRA, 1990b).
During the nine months of log-spiral bay development, shoreface erosion and undermining
caused some shifting and settling of the riprap.
By October 1989, waves could overtop the riprap
and erode the unconsolidated fill behind it. By
fa111990, the majority of the riprap had subsided
below lake level (see Coastal Photographs by P.
Terpstra, JCR, 1991, 7(2), frontispiece). The shore
defense of late October and early November 1989
prevented the log-spiral bay from eroding landward to a position of static equilibrium. Continuing collapse of the riprap headland complicates
modeling the potential static-equilibrium position of the shoreline even if the shore defense had
not been added. A conservative model, assuming
stability of the headland, places the theoretical
equilibrium shoreline cutting across the access
roads and becoming tangential to the preconstruction shoreline within the southern half of the
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Figure 4. Selected annual bathymetric profiles centered on the
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parking facilities. A steel sheetpile groin at Camp
Logan, 1.1 km south of the riprap terminus, would
function as the downdrift headland. Based on this
model the maximum recession to a static equilibrium shoreline would have been approximately
125 m, about twice the 61 m of maximum shoreline recession measured during this study.
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Figure 5. Aerial photographs of the log-sp iral bay taken (a) 1 May 1989 showing riprap along the northern fan-delta shoreline and
in itial ba y development. and (b) 25 August 1989 showing the recessional scarp and the newly-constructed parking facility.

METHODS

Field

Measurements

Through the 1989 evolution of the log-spiral
bay, the planform was mon itored by determining
the position of the scarp crest along the top of
the graded fan delta. The scarp height through
the monitoring interval ranged from 2 to 4 m along
the length of the log-spiral bay . The scarp-crest
planform mimicked the shoreline planforrn , and
the beach wid th between the scarp toe and the
still -water shoreline was about 2 to 3 m (Figure
7). The monitoring was specifically focused to
changes in this subaerial planform geometry. The
monitoring did not include collection of bathymetric data or data of wave characteristics.
Preliminary monitoring of the log-spiral embayment began in February 1989, at which time
the position of the scarp crest was measured relative to an approximate north-south baseline. No
observations were made in March and April. The
shoreline position for May 1 was obtained from
an oblique aerial photograph rectified by computer cartography to form a plan view. Beginning
on June 27, a more regular monitoring program
began with the establishment of eleven stakes with
a I5.2-m (50-foot) spacing along a north-south
baseline. The original concern of this monitoring
was to document erosion progressing toward the
parking facilities , then under construction. On
August 2, an additional six stakes with a 7.6-m
(25-footl spacing along an east-west baseline were
added to more accurately map the northern part
of the developing landform. Measurements from
the monitoring sta kes to the scarp crest were made

approximately every two weeks until October 19,
when the log-spiral geometry was lost. During several extreme wave events the scarp recession was
monitored on an hourly basis . The scarp-crest
planforms were mapped by computer using the
ARC/INFO Geographic Information System (GIS)
to produce smoothed curves through the mea surement points. A total of 23 scarp positions were
mapped during the study. Ten selected scarp positions are shown in Figure 6.
Curve Fitting
A three-step method was used to find the equation of the logarithmic-spiral curve best approximating each of the ten mapped planforms.
First, the log-spiral center for each ofthe curves
was determined by a graphical method. Tangents
were drawn through several selected points along
the curve on a large -scale (1:300) map. The points
were considered two at a time as a sequence of
pairs, each pair having two radii extending to some
unknown center (Figure 8). The two radii and two
tangents define a quadrilateral in which the internal angles total 360°. The center angle "d" can
be determined from tangent intersection angle
"c " because of the log-spiral property that a is
constant for any given curve . As illustrated in
Figure 8:

a = a = 180 - b

(4)

and because
a + b
it follows that
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A circle dr awn through t he two points on the curve
and the point where th eir ta ngen ts intersect will
con tain inscrib ed angle "d," and th e log-spiral
center will be som ewh ere on th at circle. Rep eatin g
this procedure for addition al pairs of points on
the curve will yield ad d it iona l circles, each containing the log-spiral cente r. For a perfect loga rithmic-sp iral curve, the circles will all intersect
at one point, t he true cen te r. Some scatter to the
circle intersecti ons occurs for an imperfect logspiral form such as a beach . In t his study, a firstapproximati on cente r was ass umed to be at the
center of the clus te r of circle intersecti ons.
Second, after a suita ble cen te r was de termined
for a given curve , radii from th e center to th e curve
were measured at five-deg ree increments on a 1:300
scale map startin g with r, (t he distance between
the cent er and the origin) at 0 = 0°. Natural logarithms of t he measur ed radii were calculated.
Third, the data were run t hrough a linear -regression pr ogram to comp ute t he equati on of th e
best -fitting log-sp iral cur ve for each planform. The

r o term in the regression equation was compa red
to th e measured ro , and if they differed by more
than 0.1 rn , the first-approximati on cente r was
shifte d eit her toward or awa y from the origin to
match the calculat ed r, valu e. Radii from the second -approximat ion center were th en measured,
as in St ep 2 abo ve, and a regression equa tion again
computed. The number of times per curv e that a
first -approximation center requ ired shifting in this
manner ranged from 0 to 5, with an average of
ab out 2. Significant parameters and stat ist ics associate d with the final run for each curve ar e listed
in T abl e 1.
T o ensur e the validity of thi s three-step method
of curve fitting, the pro cedure was also applied to
H alf Moon Bay and Dr akes Bay on th e Californ ia
coast, for which YA SSO (1965) previously evalu ated t he fit of logarithmic-spiral curves by compu ter- assisted tri al and error. For both bay shorelin es a sp ira l cente r was det ermined graphically,
and radii measurements from the spiral center to
the shoreline were made in five-deg ree increments. Natural logarithms of th e radii were calculated, and linear regression was used to determin e th e best-fit log-spiral eq uat ion for each
planform . The results are given in Table 2. Compar ed to the correlation coefficients obtained from
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the log-spiral bay at North Point Marina, the results for Drake's Bay show a relatively low correlation coefficient. This less perfect match is
probably due to the nearly circular planform of
the bay, which results in the radius changing little
as the rotation angle increases. The spiral angle
was virtually the same as that determined by Y ASso (1965) (85°). Half Moon Hay yielded a high
correlation coefficient, similar to those found for
this study's log-spiral bay, although the spiral angle for the equation of the Half Moon Bay shoreline is slightly larger than that determined by
YAssa (46 instead of 41°). In general, the differences between this graphical approach and the
computer-assisted, trial-and -error, curve- ti tting
approach are not significant, and this three-step
method of fitting logarithmic-spiral curves appears to be valid when applied to these previously
studied log-spiral bays.

I
I

I

All ten scarp planforms showed excellent agreement with computer-generated, logarithmic-spiral curves. Goodness of fit did not significantly
improve through time as the bay enlarged, but
was already excellent at the beginning of the monitoring and remained so throughout the ninemonth monitoring period. Correlation coefficients
ranged from a low of 0.99913 to a high of 0.99994
with no noticeable temporal trend. The extremely
high correlation coefficients reflect in part the
smoothing of the curves between measurement
points, especially near the spiral origin, where
small changes in spiral radius represent relatively
large changes in the natural logarithm of the radius. The shifting of the log-spiral center described in the previous section also contributed
slightly to maximizing the correlation coefficients.

Table 1.

Date
(1989)

22Feb
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27 Jun
11 Jul
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Figure 8. Graphical method for determining the geometric
center of a logarithmic spiral.

However, the major factor explaining the excellent fits appears to be the excellent log-spiral geometry.
Temporal trends were observed in specific geometric characteristics. The distance r, between
the spiral center and the spiral origin in general
decreased through time as the spiral developed
(Figure 9a). It was anticipated that this distance
might increase with time, as shown theoretically
by BREMNER and LEBLOND (1974), but the graphically-determined center migrated from a location
3.4 m away from the origin on May 1 to a location
0.7 m away from the origin on October 19. The
February 22 position of the center is regarded as

Summary of geometric trends {or the log-spiral bay evolution at North Point Marina.
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Temporal trends in geometric characteristics of the log-spiral bay: (a) r,,; (b) «; (c) (-) max; (d) spiral radius at 0 max.

an anomaly possibly caused by the scarp planform
being mapped from a small number of points referenced to an approximate baseline. Neither the
spiral center nor the spiral origin remained fixed
in location during the monitoring interval. Both
shifted northward (updrift) through time, with
the center migrating more rapidly than the origin,
resulting in the temporal trend of decreasing distance r., (Figure 10). Measured along the migration track, the total northward shift of the spiral
center and spiral origin were respectively 14.9 m
and 11.0 ID. These are small changes relative to
the overall changes of the bay planform. The consistent trend of the shifts suggests these are not
an artifact of some measurement error in the
Table 2.

Summary of geometric characteristics for

tuio

method of graphic determination of the log-spiral
center.
The spiral angle a decreased with time as the
spiral grew (Figure 9b). From February 22 to October 19, the spiral angle decreased from 47° to
31°. The amount of decrease in 0' gradually increased with time as the development of the logspiral bay proceeded. The range of ex values in this
study (47° to 31°) is slightly lower than the range
reported by SILVESTER (1974) from wave-tank experiments (54° to 39°).
Another temporal trend was the areal extent of
the match between the measured planform and
the ideal logarithmic-spiral curves. The angle 8
corresponding to the maximum correlation coef-

static equilibrium log-spiral bays of the California coast.

Bay

N
(ohs. pts.)

r, (km)

(\' (deg)

Drake's Bay
Half Moon Bay

18
30

a.564
0.475

8.5.2a
46.30

(-) max (deg)

Radius at
(.) max (km)

Standard
Deviation
of lntr)

Correlation Coefficient (In(r) & 0]
at 0 max

85.0
145.0

4.09
5.49

0.039
0.722

0.973872
0.999498
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ficient (0 max) increased with time as shown in
Figure 9c. As the logarithmic-spiral erosion advanced landward and farther down the coast, the
angular extent of the log-spiral geometry increased from 126 in February to 196 on October
13. A severe storm of October 17-19 impaired the
log-spiral geometry both by breaching the riprap
and by preferentially eroding the southern half
of the planform. This loss of the ideal log-spiral
configuration is shown in Figure 6 with the October 19 planform altered at both its northern
and southern extent. The slight decrease in maximum angle to 194 on October 19 reflects this
impaired geometry. Figure 9d shows that the spiral radius at which the maximum correlation coefficient occurred, r at e max, increased as the
spiral grew, but the rate of increase was not uniform throughout the bay development. This fluctuation in rate of change subsequent to August
15 possibly relates to a change in the azimuth
between the origin and the center as discussed
below.
Figure 11 summarizes the relationship between
the natural logarithm of the radius and e for the
downdrift portion of all ten beach planforms. This
summary diagram reiterates that the goodness of
fit to a log-spiral curve did not significantly improve with time, but the angular extent of the logspiral curve consistently increased as the bay
evolved.
0
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DISCUSSION

Two physical characteristics peculiar to this
study site are worth noting. First, the updrift
headland consisted of riprap placed above water
adjacent to an eroding shoreface. Due to shoreface
erosion the bathymetric profile was changing to
an unknown extent during the log-spiral bay evolution, and this temporal change in profile would
have caused temporal changes in the degree of
refraction of the waves as they approached and
rounded this headland. Second, the unconsolidated fan-delta sediments were highly erodible
and unstable. As a result, the development of the
log-spiral bay occurred extremely rapidly.
Two trends observed in the log-spiral bay of
this study are the decrease through time in both
the spiral angle LY and the radius r., YASSO (1965)
found little correspondence in the value of the
spiral angle for the various shorelines he studied.
He speculated, however, that if a developing logspiral beach "is well fitted by a log-spiral curve,
then a sequential change in spiral angle or posi-

1)
2)
3)
4)
5)

•

o
I
o

Figure 10. Temporal trends in the position of the log-spiral
center and log-spiral origin. Scarp positions are approximate.

tion of log-spiral center might truly represent
change in shoreline dimensions occurring within
an equilibrium shape configuration" (Y ASSO, 1965
p. 713). This study provides data supporting Yassa's speculation. It is uncertain whether the observed decrease in r., and LY should be considered
a general characteristic for an evolving log-spiral
bay, or if these trends result specifically from the
temporal changes to the shore and nearshore geomorphology near the headland of this study site.
Another uncertainty arises from the extremely
rapid rate of development of this log-spiral bay.
It is possible that this case history represents such
a brief interval in the evolution toward static equilibrium, that some of the trends observed may not
reft.ect long-term trends or net effects.
The rate of increase of r (spiral radius) at e max
is generally greater after August 15 than during
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the earlier part of the monitoring period (Figure
9d). This difference in rate of change may be explained by a temporal change in the azimuth from
the center to the origin. This azimuth from center
to origin originally had a north-northeast orientation, but rotated clockwise to a more northeast
orientation as both center and origin migrated
northward (Figure 10). 'fable 1 shows this clockwise rotation of azimuth r.. This westward shift
of the center relative to the origin changed the
azimuth of r, to be more favorable to larger values
of r at e max as the bay continued to develop.
The shift of the center location likely relates to
changes in wave dynamics brought about by
shoreface erosion below the riprap, erosion south
of the riprap, shifting of the riprap at its southern
end, or some combination of these factors.
The most significant finding in this study is the
consistency in high values for goodness of fit between ideal logarithmic-spiral curves and the
measured planforms. This suggests that a developing log-spiral planform is in a state of dynamic
equilibrium throughout its evolution as the form
expands landward and downcoast, with successive
planforms fluctuating within a family of log-spiral
curves which are gradually approaching a log-spiral configuration of static equilibrium. The excellent fits even in the early stages of development
suggest that poor-fitting log-spiral beaches found
elsewhere are not poor-fitting because they are in
a pre-equilibrium stage, but because there is a
factor affecting their geometry, such as islands in
the bay (BREMNER and LEBLOND, 1974), minor
headlands along the beach (YASSO, 1965), or possibly some nearshore bathymetric irregularity, any
of which will influence wave dynamics and littoral-sediment transport. At North Point Marina,
the beach and shoreface are sandy and uniform,
free of shoals, islands, and minor headlands. The
log-spiral embayment evolved with the naturally
occurring variance in wave dynamics. Because of
the natural wave influence and the excellent fits
observed, it is believed that the observed temporal
changes in geometric trends are significant for
general cases of rapid and early evolution of logspiral bays, and can be useful in predicting the
geometry of log-spiral shoreline recession in similar geologic settings elsewhere on Great Lakes
and ocean coasts.

bayment along the Illinois shore of Lake Michigan, the following conclusions are made:
(1) At all stages of development, this log-spiral

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

bay had an excellent match to an ideal logari thmic-spiral curve.
The log-spiral center remained in close proximity to the log-spiral origin throughout the
bay development, and the center moved closer to the origin as erosion progressed.
The spiral angle progressively decreased from
47° to 31° through the monitoring period.
The angular extent of the log-spiral portion
of the shoreline progressively increased from
126° to 196°.
The approximate center of a log-spiral bay
can be determined rapidly by a graphical
method.
A developing log-spiral planform is in a state
of dynamic equilibrium from the earliest stage
of development and as the form expands landward and downcoast.
The observed geometric trends have potential
implications in predicting rates and temporal
geometric changes in shoreline recession behind and downdrift from the terminus of
shore-parallel defense structures.
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D RESUMEN D
La evolucion de una pequefia bahia con forma de espiral-logaritrnica fue medida en 1989 durante nueve rneses sobre la costa de
Illinois de Lago Michigan, adyacente a la Marina North Point en el Puerto Winthrop. La maxima recesion de la costa durante la
medicion fue de 61 m. Un metoda grafico fue utilizado para localizar el centro de la espiral-Iogaritmica, y por media de un analisis
de regresion se identifico el mejor ajuste a la curva espiral-logaritmica para cada una de las diez formas planas graficadas. Las
caracteristicas geometricas que progresivamente decrecieron durante la evolucion eran: el angulo de la espiral (a) y el radio (r.)
desde el centro de la espiral-logaritrnica al origen. Las caracteristicas geometricas que aumentaron progresivamente eran el angulo
de rotaci6n (0) sabre la cualla forma plana se asemejaba a una curva espiral-logaritmica, y el radio de la espiral (r) en el maximo
angulo de rotacion, Estos estudios demuestran que: (l) un media grafico es una forma eficiente -para determinar el centro de una
bahia de forma espiral-logaritmica; y (2) durante la evolucion de la espiral-Iogaritmica existe un equilibrio dinamico con la forma
plana mostrando una excelente concordancia con una curva espiral-logaritmica a partir de los primeros desarrollos de la bahia a
traves de la expansion hacia el continente y costa abajo.-Nestor W. Lanfredi, CIC-UNLP, La Plata, Argentina.

o

RESUME 0

L'evolution d'une petite baie en spirale logarithmique situee sur les plages illinoises du lac Michigan a ete controlee durant neuf
mois de I'annee 1989. Elle touche North Point Marina a Wintrop Harbor. Le maximum de retrait du rivage durant Ie controle a ete
de 61 m. Une methode graphique a ete ut.ilisee pour localiser le centre de la spirale logarithmique, et une analyse de regression a
identifie le meilleur ajustement a la courbe d'une spirale logarithmique pour chacune des dix formes cartographiees. Les caracteristiques de la geometric qui ont progressivement decru durant I'evolution sont: l'angle de la spirale ( ) et Ie rayon (r.) mesure entre
le centre de la spirale et I'origine, Les caracteristiques geometriques qui se sont accrues sont Pangle de rotation (0) sur lequel la
forme cartographiee s'ajuste a la courbe de la spirale logarithmique et le rayon (r) de la spirale au niveau de l'angle de rotation
maximum. Cette etude demontre 1°) qu'un moyen graphique est adequat pour determiner Ie centre d'une baie en spirale logarithmique;
2°)qu'il existe un equilibre dynamique pendant I'evolution de la spirale: du debut du developpement de la baie jusqu'a l'expansion
vers la terre et le long de la cote, dont la forme s'ajuste tres bien avec la courbe d'une spirale logarithmique.-Catherine BousquetBressolier, Geomorphologic E.P.H.E., Mont.rouge, France.
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